




Ouch — My
dogs!
Watch your step, soldier

Stars and Stripes

THERE are two things that are
capable of giving a soldier in
combat plenty of grief, not
counting the enemy. They are
his feet.

In every campaign a large
number of Joes always show up
with dogs so sore as to knock
them completely out of the
running for awhile. That’s not
good, either. Nobody ever won
a war while off in a hospital
somewhere nursing a set of
aching footsies.

A correct shoe fit is the
first rule of good foot health
any old time, and doubly so in
the field where a guy lives
much more intimately with his
number twelves then he would
ordinarily. If you think your
shoes don’t fit properly,
bitch about it before it is
too late. If supply gives you
an argument, tell them you are
a growing boy or something.

The fit of your socks is
damned important, too, as you
probably know if you ever have
had to sweat out a wrinkle to
the next break on a hike, as
who hasn’t? In combat it’s
worse, because you can’t take
ten to get things straightened
out just when you want to.
Blisters are an invitation to
real trouble where you might
have to let them go for
awhile,

No guy can go to the front
loaded down like a basement
bargain counter, but he is a
smart Joe who manages to line
the top of his tin bonnet with
an extra pair or two of socks,
woolen. That comes straight
from the boys who have fought
from Africa to Italy, and it
is no bum steer. Slide ‘em

between the web straps and the
liner.

There is nothing quite so
lovely as having a couple of
nice, dry socks to slap on
alter you have been batting
around in the soup for several
hours on end. This is good not
only for the feet; it makes
you feel better all over, and
helps to prevent chilling.
Sort of like a pix of some
beautiful doll.

Even if you have to put damp
shoes right back on, the dry
layer of wool helps one hell
of a lot.

If the socks are clean as well
as dry, so much the better.
Granted, the battlefield is no
place for worrying about
whether you smell like a soap
ad would have you smell, or
not, and that’s not the
important consideration. What
is important is that you don’t
bog down in the clutch with
raw, sore feet.

Veteran fighters have found it
advisable to stretch even a
slim water ration to include a
fast rinse for the socks, if
at all possible.

They have also found the issue
of foot powder to be good
stuff if it is properly rued.
Frequent light dusting of the
feet with this powder is a lot
more effective than just
dumping it in the shoes once
in a while.

Here’s a parting shot on just
how serious foot trouble can
really be. There is a
condition known as trench
foot” which is related to
frostbite and is similar to
the “immersion foot” from
which shipwrecked sailors
often suffer. The moral is,
pal: Take the best possible
care of your feet that you
can. Who the hell wants to
limp down the Wilhelmstrasse?

                   *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Imagine this guy’s sur-
prise! His buddy turned

out to be a Jap!
San Francisco, California-
Woodrow Webb, 22-year old
Marine from Wildwood, Nj,
thinks this Solomon Islands
adventure is funny.
He decided to evacuate his
machine-gun post in a hurry
when a Jap mortar found the
range. He and another guy, who
rose up ouy of the inky jungle
night, ran side by side and
dropped simultaneously into a
foxhole while the shells ex-
ploded around them. The young
Gyrene was comforted by the
presence of a buddy, but he
was too breathless to say
anything- which was very for-
tunate.
During a lull in the shelling,
Webb’s companion spoke- in
Japanese! Webb nodded his head
but didn’t answer. Stealthily,
he reached for a grenade,
slipped the pin out and cau-
tiously slid it under the
Jap’s pack.
Then, Webb said with a grin,”I
got the hell out of there!”



Alert doughboys live
and learn
By Ralph Harwood, Warweek combat
correspondent

WITH AN ADVANCE UNIT, Germany, Oct.
27 — An American combat unit, looking
back on more than four months of tough
fighting on the Continent since D-Day, has
some worthwhile tips to pass on to those
who have yet to face the enemy.

1/Lt. Earle Dooley, of St. Louis, Mo., said:

“The German soldier is tough and can fight
but when I saw the first batch of Hitler
Youth run screaming and crying from a
flaming pillbox like a bunch o£ scared cats,
I said to myself, ‘This Aryan and Superman
business is strictly the bunk.’ “

1/Lt. John A. Kulp, of Columbus, Ohio, is
Dooley’s company commander. On one
occasion Kulp’s company outmaneuvered
two German strongpoints, killing scores of
enemy soldiers and capturing more than
300 others without the loss of a single
American life.

Kulp, Dooley, 1/Sgt. Jesse C. Benton,
Charleston, S.C., and three of the top-
ranking non-coms, T/Sgt. Elbert Baldwin,
Orangeburg. S.C., and Sgts. Lowell
Kennedy, Richmond, Ind., and Howard
Clolinger, Mobile, Ala., agreed that the
rules most important to remember when in
combat with the Wehrmacht are:

Never Fire at Night

1 — Never fire at night except in cases of
extreme emergency. You fire at night and
you disclose your position. Sgt. Baldwin,
with a small patrol, held up a force of more
than 300 Nazis at night by holding his fire.
Hours later help arrived and the Nazi force
was wiped out.

2 — Junior officers and non-coms should
be thoroughly familiar with the basic
elements of map reading, Lt. Kulp said.
“Maps available for the current campaign
are very nearly perfect and there is no
excuse for mistakes on the part of lead
personnel.” Lt. Kulp cited several examples
of units which became lost or confused due
to inability of the leaders to read maps
correctly.

Coordination Is Important

3 — All men should be marked by their
companies for identification at night. This
is vital to control of troops in night
operations.

4 — Officers and non-coms should show
leadership in the field. Lt. Kulp said that,
contrary to manual instructions, he thinks
platoon leaders should front the platoons
in combat, with platoon sergeants in the
rear. “The men should be made to feel that
their officers are perfectly willing to
assume the same risks the men are
required to take. Then, and only then, can
the officers begin their work coordinating
the work behind the lines.”

5 — Men should dig L-shaped trenches
which protect the individual against flat-
trajectory anti-aircraft fire.

6 — Keep moving. Never stand in one
spot. Sgt. Benton said that forward
movement is good protection against 88
shell fragments.

Scare Stunts Don’t Work

7 — The Nazi brand of “scare warfare” is
well organized, but Lt. Kulp’s men soon
saw through it. On one occasion Lt. Kulp
said, the Nazis tried to scare the men with
shouts of “Come out you d—— Yankees,
and fight!” That was enough of a red flag to
the boys in the company, most of whom
come from South of the Mason-Dixon line.
Speaking of the psychological effect of the
“Burp gun” and the “screaming meamie”
rocket gun, Lt. Kulp said that after the first
encounter these weapons were of little
use to the Germans. “Aside from the eerie
sound, they aren’t especially dangerous to
personnel,” Kulp said.

8 — Many German snipers have copied
the Japanese sniper tactics and tie
themselves to trees. The roads to
Germany were flanked by dead German
snipers, hanging in trees, their bodies
riddled by Allied rifle fire.

9 — Sgt. Kennedy pointed out the dan-
gers in soldiers in the front lines concern-
ing themselves with the bigger phases of
the battle while it is in progress, worrying
over the success or failure of the unit. “The
soldier on the line should be made to feel
confident that the officers and non-coms
are holding up their end

of the battle efficiently,” Sgt. Kennedy said.
“It isn’t always possible for the leaders to
keep the men posted on every movement
and plan. It isn’t practicable for them to go
from foxhole to foxhole drawing maps of the
situation.”

All men in Lt. Kulp’s company agreed that
the American GI, after his first fight, is
superior to the Nazi fighting man.

Nazi prisoners gave the men a clear-cut
picture of the effects of the Nazi
psychology. Most of the prisoners were
quite willing to give all information asked of
them ... strength of units, disposition of their
buddies and armament. Most of them were
very happy to be prisoners and seemed
rather disgusted with Hitler at this point.

A few of the Nazis. especially some of the
officers, still stuck by Der Fuehrer and the
Aryan way of thinking. The Americans were
amused at their attitude. One Nazi officer, a
colonel, refused to mount a prison truck
because it was driven by a “non-Aryan,” an
American Negro. His “Aryan” psychology
took a back seat when an MP showed him
a sharp bayonet and “looked mean.”

10 — The importance of remembering the
basic training days at Benning or Bragg is
brought out by this tip:

When on patrol. never report back in a
group; always send one or two men back to
make the report and the others remain to
hold the ground.

One unit sent a patrol out near Brest to G-2,
the situation on a German-held hill. They
returned in a group to report that there were
no Krauts to be seen, but when the
company moved up there were heavy losses
— the Nazis had moved up and dug in with
their heavy weapons, mortars, and small
arms. It wouldn’t have happened that way if
that patrol had remembered to send back
just one or two men to report. Just the way
it reads in the manual is usually the best
way, Joe.

.


